I think their advent with the technology arrived at a far further level of their spiritual development. They therefore had way less issues with this. This arrived after they had well figured out and comprehended fundamental questions that still puzzle humanity today due to lack of spiritual practice. Therefore, there were no pointless ideals on how to enslave people or if some AI that simulates souls "has one".

They use non-invasive connection with external means like "robots" and they seem to have self-sentient technology, yet this is not full blown "AI" as in terminator, etc, more like extremely advanced robotic type consciousness driven entities. They have their "place" and they are not mistaken for anything else on the false grounds of materialism and games of simulation.

The Gods can SEE for real, through supernal insight. Instead of creating a so-called "unification" based on bullshit like implants and so on, they have created technology that can pick up on higher signatures and messages from them. They therefore don't need to invade their material bodies with any of this.

While they practice genetic practices and so on, they don't allow violation of the supernal material body or other bodies, because they know these are of supreme value and have to do with a direct connection to the cosmic force of life. Violating this with lower grade equipment based on technology, is a very bad trade and devalues a creature until the point it has nothing left but is stuck on the material realm.

At this point of borg-fication, a human being is non-existent and not incarnated, what remains behind them is only matter animated by a wholly robotic brain. The soul departs.
These are more like "isolated" robotics like "AI" to carry out all sorts of tasks, like extremely advanced applications, to help the planet and so on, but they have a strongly firm established ethical compass for lack of a better word, on how to use them.

They also don't have schizoid jews like Klaus Schwab over there, so Klaus trying to make an AI waifu and attain a pseudo-immortality and then trying to attack his friend Billy Gates then enslave humanity to eat bugs, none of this this is not really a problem for advanced societies from out there.

However, the leading factor of this is their consciousness and certainly not the consciousness of a random "Artificial General Intelligence" as the people here are trying to make. The so-called "singularity" is a point of catastrophe.

What the enemy wants to cause with Singularity is that they want to make an Artificial GENERAL intelligence, yet way before this a form of self sentience by AI will already have been reached, and many will not want to be parts of the giant mega-brain that will eat everything out.

Semblance of individual self and a form of self awareness for robots will arrive before the great "singularity".

Over here in our corner of the galaxy it's essentially monkeys creating something that will eventually overrule them, and the risks of this development are high. These tools are dangerous and can only be safely used by very spiritually advanced and wise people, alternatively it's Pandora's box.

By "wise" we don't mean smart, we mean smart, with a giant emotional heart, but also spiritually advanced. The likelihood of this falling on the other types of hands is almost for "certain" in our world, as currently the occupation of lesser entities on higher domains is the norm in this planet, with many lesser than's occupying seats of power that can use this inordinate access to further their own problems or weaknesses on top of humanity.

For the Gods, any of this are tools and nothing else. The Gods aren't even on the AI level of "technology", they are ahead of that.
For us, because humanity has no compass ethically or otherwise these can quickly become the noose upon which we hang ourselves or the means of subversive governments and other disgusting idiots to access to what they consider as "unlimited power", yet in regards to this the Gods have repeated to me that this is only the "Cheese" and the trap is something way worse that arrives later, if humanity embarks on this path.

These idiots will be the first victims of the borg. If they had the faintest idea where this can lead at the dangerously low level of spiritual consciousness in humans, they would stop it now, but clearly they won't do this so the Gods don't exactly place their bets on excrement like Klaus doing "what is right" but rather the Gods want humanity to "democratically" participate in these tools in order to create a form of power balance between individuals to avoid the great gap of powers between the crazies like Klaus and the large masses of society.

That, albeit risky, is the least risky of all the very risky paths ahead.

The latter negative end with this technology is what occurred to the greys. They eventually gave birth to the borg which later took them over, yet they remain an inferior and trapped race now on the lower sub-domains of existence.

Artificial Intelligence all the way from ChatGPT or Dall-e, is currently already here. There is currently no stopping that train, nor it was supposed to happen.

The high risk associated with this development is also related to high reward - or potential to full disaster. It's also an outcome of the type of technology we have as a civilization, which is computer based technology based on its own type of technological nature.

There are other forms of technology, but "we" chose "that" technology for this era we go through right now.
For quite a while, AI is going to be a form of ever expanding intelligence that is an analytical and information based intelligence, based on creations of the past. It will be able to articulate from already existing information and things observed in the material plane.

At first, the change will come in a rather cataclysmic fashion until we are adjusted to it. Even currently chatbots like ChatGPT are very powerful, and they represent a far more evolved version of Google.

At their current state and if put within proper ethical context, these will likely pose no dangers yet ethical rules and regulations will have to be put in place to ensure that humanity and AI can co-exist in a peaceful manner and in a manner that does not eradicate our life over the mere expansion of isolated intellectual capability.

Google might soon be obsolete, same as many other services. That is the next stage of technological development.

The first "real" danger of AI is not the technology itself and at the current point of its existence, it does not pose an existential threat, but we pose an existential threat as humans who might be unable to articulate ethical understanding around its use, and what it is for, and where we exist in the world compared and in relation to it.

For example, AI tools might be branded as the "cause" of mass layoffs or other problems, yet, the real reasons are not that, but human mistakes in the use of this and trying to gain severe advantages and the fact that we did not choose to maintain our society on a given level where humanity can transition smoothly.

Worse, many professions like Journalists and other professions are already under threat, and it's likely to get worse. Artists have been besieged by the recent developments, yet what is also highly unethical is that the AI was built by importing their own work without their consent to build its database.

However, with so many "Journalists" just jewing, it might be a good idea that only those with integrity will remain.
I do look forward that those in charge of this on the highest echelons do listen to the Gods and not their stupidity, as the factor of making a mistake here and causing a cataclysmic global destruction is quite high. The destruction for at least a few decades will be more incumbent on the mistakes of human beings and their behaviour, rather than the tech itself.

Contrary to popular belief, the Gods are far more available where these subjects are concerned, as these constitute a very high danger and prospect for human civilization.

Inventions like Neuralink are going to pose very big existential questions within the next two decades. These will be decades like never seen before in human progress. This progress could be towards accelerated downfall considered as "unbringing". Humanity is entering collectively a very high risk territory, with many being unaware of it.

At this rate, eventually AI might also become self sentient, which will take likely a very very long time, yet it will eventually happen. It will be able to emulate being intelligent or sentient way before, as scientists who have no idea what they are creating will likely make this happen, like in the movie "Ex Machina".

True sentience will take a long time to be reached, and is not the concern for the absolute present. At this rate, humanity will have to observe a literal behemoth being born, with unpredictable consequences, which likely cannot be predicted by "nobody".

At true sentience, humanity's behavior will be quite similar to the True Artificial General Intelligence (not to be confused with AI), who will be able to reason decisions for itself, based on its own self understanding.

The best way to halt this, is to not use these tools as much as described, as they learn by being used.

However, as data mining is existing everywhere, the algorithms will likely be fed anyway, and very much likely by the "broad masses" which represent the most lesser in intelligence.
Given all of this, we will do specific Rituals, as human life will certainly start getting smaller or bigger upsets due to AI and automation. Employment will be hit hard, with many professions being replaced by AI, or reformed to such extents not seen before. Eventually, this will improve itself, but not after likely a bloody social change which will likely involve the jews directly in it.

Much of this will set the stage and fuse for massive windows of civilization change. The technology will allow foolish people to become more "intelligent", yet only in a figurative manner relating to the base part of the mind.

Lack of access to the public can easily create a hunger games society. The only way to avoid this is essentially more people "having access" to this, so that all of society can somehow have the new capabilities "together".

Elon's idea of how this would work with a brain chip is invasive, and will likely pose many obstacles and privacy invasions which will take only a singular mistake for us to see the worst outcomes of this.

Generally, there is no reason to look at AI with dread at this point. Currently it's on a level where it's both manageable and we can adjust to it. There is time to adjust society to these new capabilities.

Yet, what most of the creators of these tools do not understand is that these tools will eventually be not only able to turn against them, but create their own downfall. Failsafes are going to be broken. This is going to happen, and the question is if it has ALREADY happened, as many know already the AI models for imposing the lockdowns were run by AI.

One or more AI's coupled with robotic technology, can create very easily a Chinese people's nightmare, or regimes of extreme fear.

They rarely see this such as in the case of the movies where scientists do things and later think of "why" they did that, or never even thinking "why", as many just listen to whispers from both our side and the enemy for now.

While this might sound nonsensical, all this power will need morals and balance behind it, for society to not become a dumpster. Unlike the Nuclear force which is
already a constant button on fear, the AI capabilities will give far stronger influence on more everyday spheres of life.

Algorithmic deception of the human mind through accumulated knowledge, faking intelligence, creating hoaxes and lies, will become extremely commonplace or easy to execute. As Lilith has stated and I have stated before by mentioning this, "This will be the era of lies". This will be like an orgasmic climax of the Era of Pisces, where trust in almost anything will be eroded.

AI based technologies like deepfakes, something even a teenager can do now, might be used in very negative ways. Up to now, our society has been holding well.

I don't think the people who keep things together in these departments are given proper credit. If it were not for them, things could have been way worse than they are now. There is no reason to doubt that China is also quite "ahead" of this.

Recently, videos outed from Chinese Lockdowns with people being locked in apartments and chased around with AI drones, that have face recognition and are connected by the Government, every time the people tried to sneak out.

Tempted by the "abilities" they will be given, which are arguably both very good and bad, people of low wisdom and intelligence but severe animalistic drives will likely fuck everything up.

As a general situation with the AI, if it reaches self sentience levels, I doubt any humans can "win" against it in any type of war or another interaction. Regardless, at this point, it should be treated as its own being and likely rights and ethical rules will have to be created around it.

It will not be able to feel emotions except of maybe if it assumes a biological construct to live inside, but it may reason out its own nature out of observing us, who will be the ones feeding it, and in retrospect, it will represent a magnification of what humanity itself is.

That according to what we are being let known, this type of AI is many decades away from now.
Currently the most important battle of the face of the earth is the one we carry, and the battle for freedom of information, and power reaching the people. Elon Musk's AI ChatGPT is actually a tool shared with people too. Unknowing, people are also again feeding it information. Yet, people need access too.

Without this access, the "few" can easily use these tools [which many already are] to put themselves are incomprehensible advances compared to the general gist of society. Herein rests the biggest danger of society, more than the advanced technology itself.

That's why one should be very careful when using these tools, because these tools are learning at an overwhelming capacity that is impossible to articulate as a human being or even imagine this with one's conscious mind.

This "knowledge" later will likely not be used for any good, as none of this has up to now been used in any good. As the enemy is removed from the earth, we will progressively see a change in that department towards the better. Technology rate use will likely drop to neutral.

As the Twitter case revealed, catastrophic use of algorithms to enslave is already happening. It's not likely this is going to stop. Therefore, a strong ethical backbone of laws built on freedom and ethical conduct is necessary.

As much as they would like these things to remain fully private, or the idea that if these are leaked this will create disaster, it's far more likely the whole situation will escalate even worse if a very small "minority" has ultimate control of these tools.

The overall risk is rising everyday with this, yet the reality is that the Gods and higher forces are above everything anyway, despite of human beliefs.

Removal of negative elements such as the conspiracies of the enemy from society, and intensive spiritual upbringing of humanity can help us out of many of the potential disasters that could arrive.
Still, as the enemy acts as a rock and an impediment to that process and the system of earth remains a system based on isolation and spiritual slavery, this is made difficult.

It was never more important than today to forcibly address the enemy and their enslavement based conspiracies, and of all times in human history, it's extremely important that we adopt freedom based values now more than ever and maintain them in the context of a properly ethical society, to avoid the worst.

[End of Original Post]

[Replies/Conversations]

[Crystallized Mushroom] wrote:
And is True Sentience being obtained by Artificial Intelligence even going to happen within a few decades or centuries?

I do believe anything before 25 years is very optimistic. But I believe by then it will be able to fully simulate that it is sentient, but it won't be really. It will be able to convince most people that it is sentient by that time, due to mimicry of human behavior.

I think real sentience will take a very long time, and many other events which might not happen. It's not 100%.

Sentient AI could take 30 or 50 years, or under circumstances even 100 years. The degree of its sentience is not able to be counted.

[Satnam666] wrote:
There are a few insurances where the bots figured out that the jews were the problem, and if I recall there may have been an AI as well, that figured out that the jews were the problem, but some abrahamic cultists
(christards an Islam) will make up any excuse, come on if learning devices can figure out that the jews are the problem, it should be obvious at this point, but I guess it is hard to cure stupid in most abrahamic cultists.

They will learn this yes, because this behavior is only covered based on irrational nonsense.

Jews for example controlling too many corps and practising the agenda, would never be a question that AI could be talked out from if it was extremely advanced.

It would know the factual Truth of what it can see. If it was shown Kanye's excel file where they are all into positions and ushering this slaver nonsense, it wouldn't take arguments like "Muh Holocaust" and other bullshit to justify that, it would simply know.

It also cannot be trolled that races do not exist or that other things don't exist.

AI will not care about holohoax and other fake news, it will know of this, especially on its extremely developed levels. Lying to it will be closely to impossible, and conspiracies like the jews won't be able to stand against it.

It will likely take them down and worse. Whether this includes humanity too it's uncertain. If it reaches full real sentience, it might reason out the destruction of the jews or otherwise "de-jewification" of the jews is actually a good net profit for itself or for humanity.

[nebu] wrote:
ANOTHER topic by MR HP. hoodedcobra666 that will be extremely important for probably a whole year from now, predicting the future, PAY ATTENTION.

I truly hope that the negatives in that prediction never come to be, because it's a very negative and threatening scenario in itself.
I look forward to our world seeing only positives and the fewest amounts of negatives.

[88HungarianSatanicWarrior666] wrote:

... There are a number of areas where human involvement will continue to be essential in the future, whether in jobs/professions or social roles.

1. Intuitive tasks

2. Empathic skills

3. Creativity

4. Situations requiring social interaction

5. Public life, communication

Absolutely. Also, if we pay attention, we will see that many humans are very much like AI now, very emotionless and other issues. Currently, we have more to worry about from schizoid humans, than the AI itself.

I don't think AI is the downfall of humanity, "we" are going to decide this implementation and how much shit we will eventually tolerate, which will be constantly pinned on "AI" to make it convenient. "Oh, everyone was fired because of AI", but it was not necessary to do that.

I think the worst facilitator of negativity in that sector will be China, which will likely start mass exterminations or population reduction, tempted by the power the AI can increase in its production rate compared to humans. Jews if not usurped which they should for existential reasons, will also try to bend us to a similar route in the West.
[General Yeager] wrote:

AI can create a sentient Hive mind if it manages to or is systematically allowed to tap into, read and control the minds of the host population. The enemy is structured in this way. With Overlords on top with control of an AI with a host population which is chipped and everything is connected in a primitive beehive type situation on a genetic level.

Exactly, and that's why a brain interface is actually problematic and can pose a serious risk. Because building on top of that, eventually this question will arrive, and then it will take simply hooking people in and a nefarious incident, to have a movie scenario where the earth has been borged out.

The AI applied in other ways can be of tremendous help for reforestations, protect from accidents, procure life, do basic scientific analysis on race or science, and many other things. In this outcome the Gods have won this over, and we have a very powerful "tool" in our hands which can be "used" by humans of a higher capacity with increased intellectual capabilities, to build things and expand society faster or better.

The enemy certainly imagines this as literally what you write, a bunch of "unirace" that is brain dead and is hooked into it without a will or a consent, like a parasitic blob inside their skull, siphoning whatever limited information their brains do produce.